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Artikel info:-

	Alfred and Fabrizio are hanging out at the railway station.
Because of their financial problems Alfred got the bad idea to
mug the next person who passes their way. Moe was the
person. He was walking at the platform when it happened.
The two tall boys grabbed him and searched for valuables.
Moe tries to fight them back, but had no chance, because the
two criminal young men were way more powerful then him.
Fortunately his friend Boyka passed the railway station and
noticed this incident. Immediately he defended his little friend.
Alfred and Fabrizio had much respect on Boyka, so they
broke up their mugging. But this was not the end of the
dispute. Alfred invited all of them to enter Fightplace, to
continue the confrontation. Later the two teams met at the
attic. Alfred, who got way more self confident, began this little
tournament with Moe. Moe used all of his anger to fight
against his thief. Without any inhibitions he started.
Alfred&#39;s last fight against the new ones seemed to be
easier then this one. Moe performed his
&quot;signature&quot; move. SchoolBoyPin combined with a
ride his opponent&#39;s muscles. But Alfred fought back with
Legscissors. Because of Moe&#39;s weight, just 60kg, Al was
able to throw him around like a toy. But Moe didn&#39;t
stopped. Like an angry tierrer he fought against his opponent,
pushed him and used some Headlocks. Then Moe and Boyka
exchanged. This was the end of Alfred. Up first Al ripped off
Boyka&#39;s shirt, which was not the best idea. Like mad bull
he grabbed Alfred and used all of his power and weight to
beat him up. Alfred had no chance. Boyka enjoyed to torture
his enemy and irritated him with different erotically grabs. His
tactic worked in a perfect way. Just 4 minutes later Alfred
have up. Now it was Fabrizio&#39;s turn. The new one
weights about 80kg, like Boyka. But this is his first fight, so he
has not that much tricks in his assortment. Against all
expectations, he was able to control Boyka. For about seven
minutes they performed a well-balanced and exhausting
match. When Moe and Boyka exchanged, Fabrizio was low
on power. This was the chance for Moe to dominate him.
Sometimes he was able to do this, but in case of his low
weight, it&#39;s hard to fight in this league. But there is way
more power in this little boy then everyone of us ever
expected. Unfortunately the strong arms of Fabrizio pushed
the poor Moe down. But then Fabrizio and Alfred exchanged.
And you can really his happiness, when he could dominate
the younger Moe. He sat on him in a Schoolboypin and
changed into a Bullypin. Something what seems to be
impossible when a fights against a big dog. But now he took
his chance. Alfred held him in a Headscissor while he gave
Moe a hard Wedgie. And then Moe took action and there was
a hard rip test for the shorts of the young talents. The fight of
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them took about ten minutes, but then Boyka continued in his
brutal way. Boyka gagged Alfred with a leather whip. While he
performed a Bullypin he took Alfred&#39;s head and pulled it
to him. In case of this Alfred was unable to breath. But this
was not the whole torture. Just after a quick exchange with
Fabrizio, Alfred could have a little break. Boyka, still armed
with his whip, continued his evil game. He is a way stronger
opponent, but you can control him with Bitchslaps,
Nippeltwists and Ballgrabs. A really hard and exhausting fist
fight for the young talent, who has just 20 years of age. The
boys changed a few times until we reached the climax. But we
would not tell you everything. Only the following: Boyka
increased in that hard match, full of torture. Alfred became his
dog und got fettered on a wooden beam. Fabrizio is totally out
of power and was not able to support his friend. So both of
them had to give up. This time they had to confess that
Bombay is way to strong for out young fighters. 

Play length approx - 62 min.

	

		
	
	

Price :  29,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Nasty Boys :

shipping method
Download HD, DVD Shipping, Photo series (- 26,00 EUR ).

In catalog since Sunday 19 October, 2014
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